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1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

Community facilities operated by non-profit entities are a critical part of the City of San 
Francisco’s social and cultural fabric, providing important social welfare and health care services 
to the City’s poorest residents, and offering arts and cultural services and experiences for all of 
the City’s residents and its many visitors. Due to its historically affordable rents, central location, 
proximity to underserved populations, and access to transit, the Central South of Market (SoMa) 
area has long been an important location for these community facilities in the City. At the same 
time, the neighborhood’s well-educated workforce, its central geographic position linking the 
financial district with the educational and employment hub of Mission Bay, and the City’s 
economic growth continues to attract new residents and employers to the area. Demand for 
commercial and residential space within the Central SoMa area is at an all-time high and 
expected to increase.  

Purpos e  o f  the  Nexus  S tudy  

At the request of the City of San Francisco, acting through the Controller’s Office and City 
Attorney’s Office, Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS) prepared this Nexus Study report 
pursuant to the California Mitigation Fee Act, Government Code Section 66000 et seq. (Mitigation 
Fee Act) to support the proposed Community Facilities Development Impact Fee program (Fee 
Program). As part of this technical work, EPS has evaluated the best available data to analyze 
the impacts of new development on the demand for nonprofit community facilities within the 
proposed Central SoMa Plan Area (Plan Area) based on citywide current levels of service. 

Deve lopment  Impac t  Fees  

Development impact fees are an exaction on new development which must be satisfied as a 
condition of development approval.  Local governments routinely impose such fees to pay for 
and/or defray the costs of infrastructure or facilities necessitated by new development. 
Development impact fees are generally subject to the requirements of the Mitigation Fee Act.  

The purpose of this Nexus Study is to provide City decision-makers with technical analysis 
supporting a schedule of development impact fees. City decision-makers may use this Nexus 
Study as the basis for the adoption of a fee on new development in the proposed Central SoMa 
Plan Area. The Mitigation Fee Act sets forth procedural requirements for establishing and 
collecting many types of development impact fees. Specifically, the Mitigation Fee Act requires a 
local jurisdiction to make and support the following findings before adopting a new fee: 

(1) the purpose of the fee and a related description of the type of facilities for which fee 
revenue will be used,  

(2) the specific use of fee revenue,  

(3) the relationship between the facility and the type of development,  

(4) the relationship between the need for the facility and the type of development, and  
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(5) the relationship between the amount of the fee and the proportionality of cost specifically 
attributable to new development. 

In addition, the Mitigation Fee Act provides that impact fee revenues should only be used to pay 
for new or expanded capital facilities needed to accommodate growth, not for the cost of existing 
deficiencies in capital facilities or infrastructure. The methodology used in this Nexus Study 
assumes that the proposed fees do not include the cost of remedying existing deficiencies. 
Rather, the City will fund the cost of capital projects or facilities that are designed to meet the 
needs of the City’s existing population through other sources. Thus, while the Fee Program 
funding may need to be augmented by the City and other revenue sources to meet overall 
funding requirements, the fees imposed are directly proportional to the impacts caused by new 
development. 

Summa ry  o f  P ropose d  Fe e  Prog ra m 

Local governments are generally authorized to collect development impact fees to mitigate the 
impact of increased demand for services resulting from new development. New development in 
the Plan Area will increase the demand for certain nonprofit community services and the facilities 
needed to provide them. The impact fee revenues are collected and expended to fund the portion 
of these new facility improvements needed to accommodate growth consistent with the current 
levels of service. Specifically, the impact fee revenues calculated in this Nexus Study will be used 
to fund the capital costs associated with creating and preserving space for the following types of 
nonprofit uses:  

 Cultural/Arts Facilities: Facilities providing accessible arts opportunities through cultural 
arts and programs; Facilities to promote the production of arts and arts programs 

 Social Welfare Facilities: Facilities that provide employment and workforce development 
services, services for senior and adults with disabilities, and youth or family services1 

 Community Health Facilities: Health care clinics  

This Nexus Study supports a maximum fee of $1.30 per residential gross square foot and $2.68 
per gross square foot of commercial space, composed of a component for Cultural/Arts facilities 
and a component for Social Welfare and Community Health facilities, as shown on Table 1.   

                                            

1 For purposes of this report, the City directed EPS to exclude child care facilities from the category of 
Social Welfare facilities. The City recently evaluated the impact of new residential and commercial 
development in San Francisco on child care facilities in the “San Francisco Citywide Nexus Study,” 
prepared by AECOM and dated March 2014. This report is on file in Board of Supervisors file No. 
150149. 
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Table 1 Summary of Fee Program Components and Maximum Fee Amounts 

 

Summa ry  o f  M ethodo logy  

A preview of the Nexus Study methodology follows, while Chapters 2 and 3 describe all 
calculations in full detail. 

Defining the Service Population 

The service population identifies who benefits from the services being provided by each type of 
community facility.  The service population for Cultural/Arts facilities is the citywide residential 
population, based on the logic that all residents, regardless of income, benefit from the cultural 
and art programs and offerings provided by Cultural/Arts nonprofit facilities.  The service 
population for Social Welfare and Community Health facilities is the citywide residential 
population comprising households earning at or below 55 percent of Area Median Income (AMI) 
which limits the service population to just those new residents who would use the Social Welfare 
and Community Health facilities. The City’s Human Services Agency (HSA) staff confirmed in 
interviews that these services are used primarily by populations at or below this income level, as 
described in more detail in Chapter 2. 

Establishment of Level of Service 

The amount of new community facility space needed to serve new Plan Area residents and 
employees is determined based on the current relationship between the number of existing 
community facilities and the populations served by these facilities.  This relationship is called the 
Level of Service (Level of Service) and is expressed as a ratio (i.e., number of facilities per 1,000 
residents2).  The Level of Service is then used as the basis for establishing the number of 
community facilities needed to mitigate the demand for community facility services from new 
development. The inventory, or count, of each type of community facility was prepared as part of 

                                            

2 Working in terms of 1,000 residents is conceptually more manageable and allows the Level of 
Service to be presented in whole numbers rather than decimals. 

Fee Component by Type of Facility
Residential 

(Per Gross Sq.Ft.)
Commercial 

(Per Gross Sq.Ft.)

Cultural/Arts $1.07 $1.72

Social Welfare and Community Health $0.23 $0.96

Total $1.30 $2.68

Source: Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.

Fee Amount
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an earlier report, the Level of Services Standards and Best Practices Report, dated October 3, 
2014.   

New Plan Area Development 

The City completed a draft of the Central SoMa Plan in April 2013.3  The Plan Area is bound by 
Market Street to the northwest, Townsend Street to the southeast, 2nd Street to the northeast 
and 6th Street to the southwest (see Map 1). Estimates of future population and employment 
growth in the Plan Area, as reported in the Central SoMa Plan Initial Study (Initial Study), are 
the basis for determining the future need for the community facilities which can be appropriately 
funded by the proposed development impact fee. 

Summary of Calculation of Maximum Community Facilities Development Impact Fee 

The maximum community facilities development impact fees are calculated by dividing the total 
costs associated with providing the required community facility space needed to serve new 
development by the service population.  As described in more detail in Chapter 3, this Nexus 
Study supports a maximum fee of $1.30 per residential gross square foot and $2.68 per gross 
square foot of commercial space, composed of a component for Cultural/Arts facilities and a 
component for Social Welfare and Community Health facilities, as shown on Table 1.   

These fee levels are associated with an estimated total program cost of $37.5 million derived by 
estimating the square feet of community facility space required to serve the new development 
and multiplying that square footage by the cost per square foot to acquire/develop the space. 
The Cultural/Arts component of the fee program is approximately $27.1 million (97,222 square 
feet of required community facility space x $279 per square foot = $27,121,035). The Social 
Welfare and Community Health component of the Fee Program is approximately $10.4 million 
(37,201 square feet of required community facility space x $279 per square foot = 
$10,377,530).  

These fees will be collected and used to mitigate new demand for Cultural/Arts facilities, Social 
Welfare facilities and Community Health facilities. The total program cost of $37.5 million is 
measured at Central SoMa Plan buildout (estimated at year 2040), and the revenue will be 
generated incrementally as new development occurs. 

Nexus  S tudy  Background  

As mentioned previously, EPS documented the City’s recent history of addressing the continued 
viability of nonprofit organizations in the Central SoMa area in the Level of Service Standards 
and Best Practices Report. This report documented the current Level of Service, reviewed a 
range of mitigation strategies, including but not limited to a development impact fee, and 
reviewed best practices from other jurisdictions.  Please refer to this report for a more in-depth 
review of the City’s various efforts to address the pressures on nonprofit organizations in the 
Central SoMa Plan Area.   

                                            

3 The Planning Department originally named the Central SoMa Plan the Central Corridor Plan. San 
Francisco Planning Department, Central Corridor Specific Plan, Draft for Public Review, April 2013. 
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Map 1 Central SoMa Plan Area Map 

 

Source: Central Corridor Plan, San Francisco Planning Department, Public Review Draft, Page 3, April 2013. 
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In response to various threats nonprofits are confronting, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
passed Ordinance No. 395-13 which urged the Director of the Mayor’s Office of Housing and 
Community Development (MOHCD) to convene a Working Group on Nonprofit Displacement 
(Working Group) to develop a series of recommendations on how the City can address the issue 
of nonprofit displacement. 

The Working Group Report was issued in final form on May 13, 2014. It provides a 
comprehensive overview of the City’s actions, outlines the results of the Working Group survey, 
summarizes a selection of best practices, and presents the Group’s recommendations.  

The Working Group’s recommendations are categorized into five areas: 

 Technical assistance needs 
 Planning/Zoning/Developer agreements 
 Identifying available space 
 Direct financial assistance 
 Public-Private partnerships 

One of the recommendations included in the Planning/Zoning/Developer agreements area was 
development impact fees, which, as conceived by the Working Group, would charge fees to 
commercial developers to be used to renovate or acquire facilities to be occupied by nonprofit 
organizations. Specifically, the Working Group recommended the City conduct a nexus analysis 
to determine the impact of new residential and commercial development on the demand for 
community services to support a development impact fee which could be assessed on new 
development in order to renovate or acquire facilities to be occupied by nonprofit organizations. 

Central SoMa Plan and Policy Context 

The City’s draft Central SoMa Plan (April 2013) is a long-range planning document that plans for 
and accommodates future growth in this high-demand area. This Nexus Study may serve as 
support for decision makers, as part of the Central SoMa Plan approval process, to include a 
development impact fee on new residential and commercial development to mitigate impacts 
from new development on nonprofit organizations in the Plan Area.   

Repor t  Orga n iza t ion  

This chapter summarizes the proposed Fee Program, Mitigation Fee Act requirements, and the 
Nexus Study background. Following this chapter, Chapter 2 describes the methodology 
supporting the Level of Service and service population assumptions. Chapter 3 describes the 
Nexus Study fee calculations in detail.4  The required Mitigation Fee Act findings are provided in 
Chapter 4.  

 

 

                                            

4 It should be noted that calculations described in the text of this Study have been rounded for ease of 
presentation and represent summaries of the excel calculations shown in the accompanying tables. 
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2. EXISTING LEVEL OF SERVICE AND SERVICE POPULATION 

ASSUMPTIONS 

This chapter describes the current relationship between the number of existing community 
facilities and the populations served by these facilities (Service Population).  This relationship is 
expressed as a Level of Service ratio and is then used as the basis for establishing the number of 
community facilities needed to mitigate the demand for community facility services from new 
development. In the 2014 Level of Service Standards and Best Practices Report, EPS 
documented the Level of Service at a Plan Area level and citywide.       

A citywide Level of Service standard is used in this Nexus Study rather than a Plan Area-specific 
level of service standard because the existing nonprofit community facilities level of service in 
the Plan Area is not reflective of the demand for services that will be created by new Plan Area 
residents and employees for the following reasons: 

1) The existing facilities in Central SoMa serve a population beyond the Plan Area boundaries; 
and 

2) Central SoMa contains a higher concentration of nonprofit community facilities compared to 
citywide but a lower density residential population due to the area’s commercial character.  

For the reasons described above, using an area-specific level of service would overstate the 
demand for community facilities generated by residents of new development in the Plan Area. 

Leve l  o f  Serv i ce  M ethodo logy  

Definition of Community Facilities  

For purposes of this Nexus Study, community facilities are defined as legally-designated 
nonprofit entities that provide one or more of the following services:5 

a) Cultural/Arts 
- Facilities providing accessible arts opportunities through cultural arts and programs 
- Facilities to promote the production of arts and arts programs 
Example community facilities meeting the intended definition include: Bindlestiff Studio, 
Yerba Buena Center for the Arts and the Filipino Cultural Center, all of which provide a 
citywide benefit. 

  

                                            

5 The original direction from the City was to also evaluate demand for nonprofits providing Technical 
Assistance services; however, further analysis indicated that there was not adequate support for a 
nexus to proceed with an evaluation of this category of community facilities and it was eliminated from 
the Nexus Study. 
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b) Social Welfare 
- Facilities that provide employment and workforce development services, services for senior 

and adults with disabilities, and youth or family services6 
Example community facilities meeting the intended definition include the Legal Assistance to 
the Elderly, Inc., Big Brothers/Big Sisters, California Youth Connection, and the TODCO 
Group. The TODCO Group is a community-based housing/community development nonprofit 
corporation that develops affordable senior and single room occupancy (SRO) housing in the 
SoMa area and provides programs and services for residents within their housing 
developments. 

c) Community Health 
- Health care clinics 
Example community facilities meeting the intended definition include: St. James Infirmary 
and the South of Market Health Center, both of which provide direct health care services to 
the populations of SoMa and neighboring communities. As defined, Community Health 
facilities do not include either private or public hospitals. 

Inventory of Community Facilities 

The number and location of nonprofit community facilities that meet the Nexus Study’s definition 
were estimated for both the Plan Area and citywide in order to establish a baseline current Level 
of Service for each specified type of nonprofit community facility.7 This spatial analysis also helps 
to clarify the relative concentrations of community facilities in the Plan Area and citywide.  

The inventory of community facilities in the Plan Area and the City as a whole was prepared by 
EPS, using data tracked by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and available through the IRS 
website. EPS began with a complete list of tax-exempt nonprofit entities in San Francisco as 
collected and reported by the IRS to prepare the inventory of targeted community facilities.  In 
addition to the name and address of each nonprofit, the IRS database categorizes each 
nonprofit’s primary type of activity. The activity type was then assigned to one of the three 
community facility categories or to an “other” category. Other types of nonprofits that were not 
included in this Nexus Study include labor unions, hospitals, educational institutions, sports 
clubs/leagues, family trusts/foundations, and private grant-making foundations.  

The nonprofits assigned to one of the three community facility categories were then assigned to 
the geographic areas of interest: either the Plan Area or elsewhere in the City. With this 
information, the number of community facilities by type of facility can be identified by location in 
the City. 

EPS also compared the IRS list of nonprofits in San Francisco to the San Francisco Indicator 
Project (http://www.sfindicatorproject.org/) lists prepared by the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health as well as to the address-level business and employment data collected by Dunn & 

                                            

6 As noted earlier and for purposes of this report, the City directed EPS to exclude child care facilities 
from the category of Social Welfare facilities.  

7 Inventory analysis is current as of April 2015. 
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Bradstreet (D&B) and provided by the City to-date.  A more detailed description of the inventory 
methodology is provided in Appendix A. 

The review of nonprofit community facilities indicates that of the 7,062 registered nonprofits in 
San Francisco, 239 are located in the Plan Area. Of those 239 in the Plan Area, 80 fall into one of 
the three community facility categories: Cultural/Arts, Community Health, and Social Welfare.    

Table 2 provides a summary of the number of identified community facilities by facility type and 
by location.8 

Table 2 Number of Community Facilities by Type and by Location 

  

Plan Area 

The Plan Area corresponds to the Central SoMa Plan boundaries and represents 0.58 square 
miles. There are a total of 239 registered nonprofits located in the Plan Area, 80 of which fall into 
one of the three community facility categories: 33 Cultural/Arts facilities, 47 Social Welfare 
facilities and 0 Community Health facilities. 

Citywide 

Citywide (46.87 square miles) there are a total of 7,062 registered nonprofits, 1,614 of which fall 
into one of the three community facility categories: 654 Cultural/Arts facilities, 892 Social 
Welfare facilities and 68 Community Health facilities. 

                                            

8 The number of Social Welfare community facilities varies from what was presented in the October 
2014 Level of Service Standards and Best Practices Report due to the City’s subsequent direction to 
exclude child care facilities from the inventory. 

Community Facility Type Plan Area Citywide

Cultural/Arts 33 654

Social Welfare 47 892

Community Health 0 68

Other Nonprofits 159 5,448

Total 239 7,062

Location of Community Facilities

Sources: Internal Revenue Service, Exempt Organizations Business 
Master File Extract (EO BMF); National Center for Charitable Statistics, 
NTEE documentation and 'crosswalk' correspondence to IRS Activity and 
NAICS codes; Texas A&M Geoservices; Economic & Planning Services, 
Inc.
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Serv i c e  Popu la t ion  Methodo logy  

The service population identifies who benefits from the services being provided by each type of 
community facility.  Estimates of existing service population levels are used to formulate service 
standards for each type of facility as a way of establishing a relationship between the number of 
community facilities and the populations they serve. The service population for Cultural/Arts 
facilities is the citywide residential population of approximately 820,400; the service population 
for Community Health and Social Welfare facilities is the citywide population comprising 
households earning at or below 55 percent of AMI (approximately 279,300), as shown on 
Table 3. 

Table 3 Density of Community Facilities per 1,000 Residents by Type of Facility 

 

Community Facility Type Amount Citywide

Cultural/Arts 654
Service Population 820,413
Number of Facilities per 1,000 Residents [1] 0.8

Social Welfare 892
Service Population at or below 55% AMI [2] 279,342
Number of Facilities per 1,000 Residents at or below 55% AMI [1] 3.2

Community Health 68
Service Population at or below 55% AMI [2] 279,342
Number of Facilities per 1,000 Residents at or below 55% AMI [1] 0.2

Subtotal, Community Facilities 1,614
Number of Facilities per 1,000 Residents 2.0

Service Population (all incomes) 820,413
Service Population (at or below 55% AMI) [2] 279,342

Sources: Internal Revenue Service, Exempt Organizations Business Master File Extract (EO BMF); 
National Center for Charitable Statistics, NTEE documentation and 'crosswalk' correspondence to 
IRS Activity and NAICS codes; Texas A&M Geoservices; Applied Geographic Solutions, 2013 [Core 
Demographics Database]; Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.

[2] As shown on Table 4, approximately 34% of San Francisco households have annual incomes at 
or below 55% of the AMI, which is $44,850 for a 2 person household in 2015.  This share is applied 
to the citywide population of 820,413 to estimate the number of residents comprising households at 
or below 55% AMI.  Applying the share of citywide households with incomes less than 55% to the 
citywide population assumes a constant people per household ratio, which is appropriate at the 
citywide level.

[1] The number of facilities per 1,000 residents is calculated for each type of facility by dividing the 
number of facilities citywide by the relevant population (expressed in terms of 1,000 residents).
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In developing the service populations for each type of facility, EPS met with representatives of 
the three identified categories of community facilities to understand more about the population 
each type of community facility serves. The interviews occurred between May and June 2014, 
and between two and six interviewees participated in each interview.  The full summary of these 
interviews is provided in the Level of Service Standards and Best Practices Report.  Anecdotally, 
the interviews confirmed that the service population for Cultural/Arts facilities varies from the 
service population for Social Welfare/Community Health facilities.  

Specifically, the Cultural/Arts facilities serve all residents regardless of income, while the 
Community Health and Social Welfare community facilities typically serve a lower-income 
population.  The City’s Human Services Agency (HSA) confirmed in interviews that these services 
are used primarily by populations at or below 55 percent of Area Median Income (AMI).9, 10 This 
distinction results in a service population that is reflective of those new residents and employee-
residents who are likely to rely on the services provided by the Community Health and Social 
Welfare facilities. 

For Social Welfare and Community Health community facilities, which serve populations earning 
at or below 55 percent AMI, EPS calculated the percentage of the citywide households at or 
below this income range, estimated to be 34 percent of citywide households, as shown on 
Table 4.11  

                                            

9 As of 2015, 55 percent of AMI for a 2-person household was $44,850, as derived by the San 
Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development based on 4-person household data 
provided by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.  

10 To substantiate this assumption, the Self-Sufficiency Standard for a 2-person household (2 adults, 
no children) in San Francisco is $42,376.  For a 3-person household (2 adults, 1 child), the Self-
Sufficiency Standard is $73,167. The Self-Sufficiency Standard measures how much income is needed 
for a family of a certain composition living in a particular county to adequately meet its minimal basic 
needs. It is based on the costs families face on a daily basis—housing, food, child care, out-of-pocket 
medical expenses, transportation, and other necessary spending—and provides a complete picture of 
what it takes for families to make ends meet. 

11 The share of San Francisco households with annual incomes at or below 55% of the AMI is applied 
to the citywide population of 820,413 to estimate the number of residents comprising households at or 
below 55% AMI.  Applying the share of citywide households with incomes less than 55% to the 
citywide population assumes a constant people per household ratio, which is appropriate at the 
citywide level. 
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Table 4 Household Income Distribution in San Francisco 

 
 

Determination of Community Facilities Level of Service 

The increased demand for new community facilities from new development is estimated based on 
current Levels of Service for each type of community facility, as defined above. EPS developed 
the Levels of Service for each community facility type by taking the number of facilities and 
dividing by the service population in terms of 1,000 residents, as shown on Table 3. For 
example, for Cultural/Arts facilities, there are 654 facilities citywide meeting the established 
definition and a citywide population of 820,413.  Expressing the number of Cultural/Arts facilities 
in terms of 1,000 residents results in a normative level of service standard of 0.8 per 1,000 
population. [654 / (820,413 / 1,000) = 0.8] 

For Social Welfare and Community Health, the population is limited to reflect only those citywide 
residents comprising households earning at or below 55 percent AMI, approximately 279,342 
people.  The level of service standard for Social Welfare is 3.2 facilities per 1,000 population at 
or below 55 percent AMI, and the level of service standard for Community Health facilities is 0.2 
facilities per 1,000 population at or below 55 percent AMI. 

Household Income
Number of 

Households
Percent of 

Total

Total 348,751 100%

  Less than $10,000 24,826 7%
  $10,000 to $14,999 21,914 6%
  $15,000 to $19,999 13,699 4%
  $20,000 to $24,999 14,246 4%
  $25,000 to $29,999 10,983 3%
  $30,000 to $34,999 12,464 4%
  $35,000 to $39,999 9,608 3%
  $40,000 to $44,999 11,006 3%
  $45,000 to $49,999 9,646 3%
  $50,000 to $59,999 19,767 6%
  $60,000 to $74,999 26,965 8%
  $75,000 to $99,999 36,298 10%
  $100,000 to $124,999 32,120 9%
  $125,000 to $149,999 22,825 7%
  $150,000 to $199,999 31,933 9%
  $200,000 or more 50,451 14%

34%Percent of Households Earning less than $45,000

Sources: 2011-2013 American Community Survey 3-Year Estimates; Economic & 
Planning Systems, Inc.
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Population and Employment Growth Projections 

Estimates of future population and employment growth in the Plan Area, as reported in the 
Central SoMa Plan Initial Study (Initial Study), are the basis for determining the future need for 
the community facilities which can be appropriately funded by the proposed development impact 
fee revenue. Table 5 summarizes the assumptions from the Initial Study used in this analysis. 

Land Use Density Assumptions 

Estimates related to residential and employment density (e.g., persons per household, square 
feet per residential unit or employees per square foot) are used to differentiate residential and 
commercial fee levels.  The density assumptions are consistent with those assumptions used in 
the Initial Study.12 

Table 5 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study Assumptions 

 

 

                                            

12 The density assumptions used in the Initial Study for the Central SoMa Plan are different in many 
cases than assumptions used for citywide analyses and are intended to reflect the characteristics of 
new development anticipated in the Plan Area.    

Category Source

Residential 12,800 residents Initial Study, page 75.
Density 1.77     persons per household Initial Study, page 82.
Unit Size 1,200   gross sq.ft./unit Initial Study, page 75.

Non-Residential 45,000 jobs Initial Study, page 75.
Density 200      sq.ft. per employee Initial Study, page 75.

Employee-Resident 
Percentage

55% of City employees live
in the City

Initial Study, page 85.

Option A: 
Residential Focus

Sources: San Francisco Planning Department; Initial Study for the Central SoMa Plan, February 
2014. 
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3. DETAILED NEXUS CALCULATIONS AND MAXIMUM FEES 

This chapter describes the calculations for the proposed Fee Program. If approved and 
implemented, this Fee Program would generate revenue from a fee charged to new development 
in the Plan Area that would be used to mitigate the new demand for nonprofit community 
facilities services (e.g., Cultural/Arts, Social Welfare and Community Health facilities) from 
residents and employees living or working in the new development.  

Ove rv iew o f  Nex us  Ca l cu la t ion  Methodo log y  

The Fee Program consists of two components: 1) the Cultural/Arts component, which serves all 
residents regardless of household income; and 2) the Social Welfare and Community Health 
component, which generally serves households earning up to 55 percent of the AMI. For each 
component, the fee calculations fall into four steps as summarized below:  

1. Step 1 identifies the service populations (generated by both residential and commercial 
development in the Plan Area) that use or take advantage of the services offered by the 
three types of community facilities.  

2. Step 2 applies the Level of Service standards established for each type of community facility 
to the new service population to estimate the number (and square feet) of new community 
facilities that will be needed to meet the demand generated by new development.  

3. Step 3 determines the per square foot cost of acquiring and/or developing the new space to 
be offered to eligible nonprofit facilities, net of the capitalized value of the rent that is 
estimated to be affordable to nonprofits.  

4. Step 4 calculates the fee levels per square foot of residential and commercial development. 

Detailed fee calculations for the Cultural/Arts component are shown on Table 6 and for the 
Social Welfare/Community Health component on Table 9. 

Step  1 :  Se rv i ce  Popu la t ion  

Cultural/Arts Fee Calculations 

The following calculations can be followed on Table 6.  

Calculating the Residential Service Population 

For the Cultural/Arts component, all new Plan Area residents are counted in the service 
population, as all new Plan Area residents are expected to benefit from the provision of 
Cultural/Arts community facilities services. 
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 As shown on Table 5, 12,800 residential units are anticipated for the Plan Area, 
approximately 15 percent of which have already been approved or built, resulting in 10,880 
new residential units for purposes of this Nexus Study.13 

 10,880 new units, results in 19,258 new residents (using an estimate of 1.77 people per 
household, consistent with the Initial Study).14 

Calculating the Employee Service Population 

For the Cultural/Arts component, new Plan Area employees who live in the City but not in the 
Plan Area are counted in the service population. Plan Area employees who also live in the Plan 
Area are excluded in order to not double count. The calculation also limits the service population 
to San Francisco residents (i.e., employees who live in San Francisco) and excludes Plan Area 
employees who live outside of the City.  The following calculations are shown on Table 6. 

 The Central SoMa Plan is expected to generate 45,000 new employees, approximately 15 
percent of whom are occupying recently approved or built space, leaving 38,250 new 
employees still to be accommodated by new commercial development. 

 At 200 square feet per employee and 38,250 new employees,15 7.65 million new square feet 
of commercial space is expected. 

 Currently 55 percent of the jobs in San Francisco are filled by employees who also live in San 
Francisco, based on an assumption used in the Initial Study.16 According to United States 
Census Bureau (Census) data for the last decade, this ratio has remained relatively constant 
in recent years and it is reasonable to expect it to continue.  Accordingly, new commercial 
development in Central SoMa can be expected to attract 21,038 Plan Area employees who 
live in San Francisco.17  

 Each new person—whether a Plan Area employee who lives in the City or a Plan Area 
resident—will only create demand for community facility services once. Thus, in order to 
avoid double-counting individuals who are both new employees in the Plan Area and new 
residents in the Plan Area, EPS excludes those employee-residents already accounted for 
above in the resident calculation. To do so, EPS estimates the share of future residential 
development in the Plan Area relative to the citywide residential development forecast; this 

                                            

13 The City’s Planning Department estimates that approximately 15 percent of the potential new 
development accommodated by the Central SoMa Plan has already been approved and/or constructed. 

14 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, Residential Focus, page 75. 

15 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75. 

16 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 85. 

17 This step allows the exclusion of employees who do not live in the City, effectively discounting the 
demand of an employee relative to a resident.   
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share is estimated to be 14 percent,18 which is multiplied by the 21,038 Plan Area employees 
who live in San Francisco, and the result is deducted from the 21,038 Plan Area employees 
who live in San Francisco. This leaves a remainder of 18,176 Plan Area employees who will 
live in San Francisco but outside of the Plan Area. 

 The average commercial square footage per new Plan Area employee who lives in San 
Francisco but not in the Plan Area is calculated to be 421 square feet, which is the result of 
dividing the commercial square footage anticipated in the Plan Area (7.65 million square feet) 
by the relevant service population of 18,176 (as opposed to all 38,250 new Plan Area 
employees). This reallocation from the development assumption of 200 square feet per 
employee to the calculated 421 square feet per employee reflects that the service population 
is nearly one-half of the total number of Plan Area employees. 

Calculating the Combined Service Populations 

In order to calculate the number of new Cultural/Arts community facilities needed to meet the 
demands of new Plan Area residents and employees, the residential and employee service 
populations described above are combined, as shown on Table 6. 

 The total number of Plan Area residents plus Plan Area employees who live in San Francisco 
but not in Central SoMa is estimated to be 37,434 (19,258 new residents + 18,176 new 
employees). This is the service population generated by new development in the Plan Area 
that is used as the basis for calculating the number of Cultural/Arts community facilities 
needed to serve new Plan Area residents and employees.19 

                                            

18 In the next 20 years, the City’s Planning Department estimates there will be approximately 80,000 
new residential units developed in the City. Excluding those already approved or built, the Plan Area 
has capacity for 10,880 new units. As a share of the future citywide total residential development, the 
Plan Area represents capacity of 14 percent (80,000 units citywide/10,880 units in the Plan Area = 
13.6%). 

19 The Nexus Study assumes that demand for community services will be based on where someone 
lives and not where they work, and therefore only counts new residents and employees in the service 
population if they live in the City. Thus, new employees commuting in from outside of the City are 
excluded. To the extent this assumption is incorrect and employees actually demand services near 
their place of work outside of the City rather than near their homes in the City, it is likely that an 
approximately equal number of new City residents employed outside of the City would also demand 
services near their work rather than near their homes. For simplicity, the Nexus Study assumes these 
factors balance. 



Table 6
Cultural/Arts Component Fee Calculation

Ref. # Item Amount Formula Source

a CULTURAL/ARTS SERVICE POPULATION
b New Plan Area Residents
c Total New Residential Units in Plan Area 10,880              = 12,800 units x 15% adjustment for 

development already complete or underway 
Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, 
Residential Focus, page 75.

d Average Gross Sq.Ft./Unit 1,200               Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75.
e Average Residents/Unit 1.77                 Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 82.
f Average Sq.Ft./Resident 678                  = d / e
g Total New Plan Area Residents (Residential Service Population) 19,258             = c * e
h

i New Plan Area Employees
j Total New Plan Area Employees 38,250              = 45,000 employees x adjustment for 

development already complete or underway 
Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, 
Residential Focus, page 75.

k Commercial Sq.Ft./Employee 200                  Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75.
l New Commercial Sq.Ft. 7,650,000        = j * k

m % of New Plan Area Employees Living in City 55.0% Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 85.
n Total New Plan Area Employees Living in City 21,038             = j * m
o % of Plan Area Employees Expected to Live in Plan Area (Employee-Residents) 14% = c / 80,000 Citywide residential capacity estimated at 

80,000 by Planning Dept. for 25-year 
planning horizon.

p Total New Plan Area Employee-Residents 2,861               = n * o
q Total New Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan Area (Employee 

Service Population)
18,176             = n - p

r Commercial Sq.Ft. divided by New Plan Area Employees Living in City but not 
in Plan Area

421                  = l / q

s

t 37,434             = g + q

u

v CULTURAL/ARTS SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
w Level of Service: # of Facilities/1,000 Service Population 0.8 Direct input Citywide Level of Service Estimated by 
x Total Facilities 29.84               = (t / 1,000) * w
y Avg. Sq.Ft./Facility 3,258               Direct input BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14
z Total Sq.Ft. 97,222              = x * y

aa

bb CULTURAL/ARTS FACILITIES COST
cc Avg. Cost/Sq.Ft. $614 Direct input CoStar Office Building Transactions (2014 

and 2015)
dd Avg. Net Rent/Sq.Ft. $20.11 Direct input BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14
ee Capitalized value of rent (at 6%) $335 = dd / cap rate
ff Cost/Sq.Ft. (net of rental value) $279 = cc - ee

gg

hh Total Cost $27,121,035 = z * ff
ii Cost per Service Population $725 = hh / t
jj Cost per Residential Gross Sq.Ft. $1.07 = ii / f

kk Cost per Commercial Sq.Ft. $1.72 = ii / r
ll

mm Average Revenue per Year $1,085,000 = hh / 25 years Total costs divided by 25 years (2015 - 2040)

Sources: Central SoMa Initial Study; Dunn & Bradstreet; BLS; City and County of San Francisco; Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.

Cultural/Arts Service Population (Total New Plan Area Residents plus Total New 
Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan Area)
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Social Welfare/Community Health Fee Calculations 

Calculating the Residential Service Population 

For the Social Welfare/Community Health component, new Plan Area residents living in 
households with household incomes at or below 55 percent AMI are counted in the service 
population. All calculations are shown on Table 9. 

 As shown on Table 5, 12,800 residential units are anticipated for the Plan Area, 
approximately 15 percent of which have already been approved or built, resulting in 10,880 
new residential units for purposes of this Nexus Study.20 

 10,880 new units, results in 19,258 new residents (using an estimate of 1.77 people per 
household, consistent with the Initial Study).21 

 To estimate the percentage of new Central SoMa residents comprising households earning 55 
percent AMI or less, EPS assumes: (1) that new market-rate residential development in the 
Plan Area will need to comply with the City's Inclusionary Housing Program; and, (2) that 
additional affordable housing may be built through Development Agreements or by using 
public subsidies or tax credits. The current Inclusionary Housing Program generally requires 
new residential development to provide 12 percent of the units in the principal project as 
affordable on-site or 20 percent of the units as affordable off-site but within one mile of the 
principal project. Additionally, based on feedback from Planning Department staff, this 
analysis anticipates that the Central SoMA Plan is likely to include higher inclusionary housing 
requirements in the Plan Area. Given all of these factors, EPS believes that a 20 percent 
inclusionary housing assumption is justified, and may even be conservative depending on the 
actual inclusionary requirements of the Central SoMa Plan.22  As such, of the 10,880 new 
residential units in the Plan Area, it is assumed that 20 percent of the new units will be 
provided through the City’s Inclusionary Housing Program (2,176 units). Based on publicly 
available historical data provided by the San Francisco Mayor’s Office of Housing and 
Community Development (MOHCD) regarding the percentage of rental vs. for-sale units, the 
analysis assumes that approximately 25.2 percent of new on-site inclusionary units (548 
units) will be rental units available to households earning 55 percent AMI or less.23  Support 
for the 25.2 percent assumption is shown below on Table 7.  

                                            

20 The City’s Planning Department estimates that approximately 15 percent of the potential new 
development accommodated by the Central SoMa Plan has already been approved and/or constructed. 

21 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, Residential Focus, page 75. 

22 The 20 percent inclusionary requirement includes both on- and off-site units.  It is possible that by 
using the 20 percent requirement, the analysis may include off-site units outside of the Plan Area, 
which may be occupied by new Plan Area employees, potentially overstating the impact of new 
employees.  Given the dimensions of the Plan Area and available opportunity sites for housing, this 
number is expected to be minimal.   

23 The City’s Inclusionary Housing Program stipulates that rental units must be affordable to 
households earning 55 percent AMI or less. 
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 At 1.77 people per household and 548 units expected to be affordable rental units and 
occupied by residents earning less than 55 percent of AMI, the number of new residents in 
the Plan Area comprising households earning less than 55 percent AMI is 970. 

 The total residential square footage expected in the Plan Area is approximately 13 million, as 
shown on Table 9.24  This number divided by the number of residents earning less than 55 
percent AMI (970 residents) results in an allocation of 13,457 square feet per resident. This 
figure is used in a later step to convert total Social Welfare/Community Health facilities costs 
into a cost per residential square foot.  

Table 7 MOHCD Affordable Housing Portfolio, Inclusionary Housing Program 

 

Calculating the Employee Service Population 

For the Social Welfare/Community Health component, new Plan Area employees who live in the 
City but not in the Plan Area and who comprise households earning 55 percent AMI or below are 
counted in the service population. The following calculations are shown on Table 9. 

 The Central SoMa Plan is expected to generate 45,000 new employees, approximately 15 
percent of whom are occupying recently approved or built space, leaving 38,250 new 
employees still to be accommodated by new commercial development. 

 At 200 square feet per employee and 38,250 new employees,25 7.65 million new square feet 
of commercial space is expected. 

                                            

24 This calculation does not distinguish between the size of market-rate units and affordable units, as 
that level of detail is not available at this time.  Section 415.6(c) of the Planning Code states: “The 
square footage of affordable units do not need to be same as or equivalent to those in market rate 
units in the principal project, so long as it is consistent with then-current standards for new housing.” 

25 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75. 

Inclusionary Housing Program Number % of Total

Rental 765 25.2%

Ownership 2,272 74.8%

Total, Inclusionary Housing 3,037 100.0%

Source: San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and 
Community Development Annual Report, 2012-13 and 2013-14, 
page 3.

Total Units
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 Currently 55 percent of the jobs in San Francisco are filled by employees who also live in San 
Francisco, based on an assumption from the Initial Study.26  Accordingly, new commercial 
development in Central SoMa can be expected to attract 21,038 Plan Area employees who 
live in San Francisco.  

 Each new person—whether an employee or a resident—will only create demand for 
community facility services once. Thus, in order to avoid double-counting individuals who are 
both new employees in the Plan Area and new residents in the Plan Area, EPS excludes those 
employee-residents already accounted for above in the resident calculation. To do so, EPS 
estimates the share of future residential development in the Plan Area relative to the citywide 
residential development forecast, and the result is deducted from the 21,038 Plan Area 
employees who live in San Francisco.27 This leaves a remainder of 18,176 Plan Area 
employees who will live in San Francisco but outside of Central SoMa. 

 To estimate the percentage of new Plan Area employees who comprise households earning 
55 percent AMI or less, EPS analyzed United States Bureau of Labor Statistics occupation and 
wage data for the San Francisco region. Lacking more detailed data, EPS assumes that the 
distribution of new employment and wages in Central SoMa will be consistent with the 
regional employment and wage distribution. In addition, EPS assumes that new households 
will have two wage earners and the secondary workers earn wages equivalent to the primary 
workers.28  Given these assumptions, approximately 12.9 percent of new employees 
comprise households at or below 55 percent AMI, as shown on Table 8. 

 The average square feet of commercial space per Plan Area employee living in San Francisco 
but not in Central SoMa and earning less than 55 percent AMI is calculated to be 
approximately 3,252 square feet (line x on Table 9). This figure will be used as the 
denominator in calculating facility costs that will be expressed in terms of Plan Area 
employees living in San Francisco but not Central SoMa. 

  

                                            

26 Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 85.  

27 See footnote 16. 

28 The average number of workers per working households is estimated to be 1.74 based on Census 
data. The assumption that the Plan Area Employee is the primary earner in the household and that the 
secondary worker earns an equivalent salary is consistent with the approach anticipated for the Jobs 
Housing Linkage Study, currently underway. 



Table 8
Occupation and Wage Data to Estimate Share of Employees Comprising Households Earning Less Than 55% AMI

Occupation 
Code Occupation Title

Total 
Regional 

Employment
Percent of 

Total
10th 

Percentile
25th 

Percentile
50th 

Percentile
75th 

Percentile
90th 

Percentile
Affected 

Percentile [3]

Revised 
Percent of 

Total [4]

00-0000 All Occupations 1,045,700 100.0% $22,110 $30,280 $51,320 $88,240 $135,920
11-0000 Management Occupations 78,810 7.5% $61,040 $89,240 $133,570 $185,120 #
23-0000 Legal Occupations 15,060 1.4% $55,300 $80,860 $128,300 $179,260 #
29-0000 Healthcare Practitioners and Technical Occupations 40,380 3.9% $46,890 $67,720 $111,450 $140,800 $173,040
15-0000 Computer and Mathematical Occupations 68,810 6.6% $60,430 $78,350 $101,560 $128,300 $150,340
17-0000 Architecture and Engineering Occupations 19,550 1.9% $55,900 $71,640 $93,560 $122,550 $148,550
19-0000 Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations 21,310 2.0% $46,230 $67,830 $91,180 $116,680 $146,870
13-0000 Business and Financial Operations Occupations 87,630 8.4% $47,510 $62,620 $84,380 $115,040 $153,100
27-0000 Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media Occupations 25,970 2.5% $30,250 $42,980 $61,850 $87,270 $118,430
47-0000 Construction and Extraction Occupations 29,970 2.9% $29,530 $41,140 $60,160 $81,270 $101,550
49-0000 Installation, Maintenance, and Repair Occupations 24,670 2.4% $28,880 $38,740 $55,610 $74,100 $89,000
25-0000 Education, Training, and Library Occupations 52,300 5.0% $27,940 $37,220 $53,120 $73,340 $94,520
21-0000 Community and Social Service Occupations 15,760 1.5% $28,540 $36,000 $47,900 $69,870 $90,390
33-0000 Protective Service Occupations 24,760 2.4% $24,490 $29,720 $47,870 $90,580 $112,690 10% 0.24%
43-0000 Office and Administrative Support Occupations 167,320 16.0% $24,870 $32,290 $43,750 $56,510 $71,370 10% 1.60%
31-0000 Healthcare Support Occupations 18,600 1.8% $23,900 $30,760 $39,150 $51,730 $59,060 10% 0.18%
41-0000 Sales and Related Occupations 106,560 10.2% $20,500 $23,780 $34,720 $61,370 $117,260 25% 2.55%
51-0000 Production Occupations 25,260 2.4% $20,410 $23,810 $34,250 $50,900 $72,610 25% 0.60%
53-0000 Transportation and Material Moving Occupations 52,300 5.0% $20,510 $24,950 $34,160 $47,610 $70,770 25% 1.25%
37-0000 Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance Occupations 39,910 3.8% $19,700 $22,760 $29,500 $41,980 $53,050 25% 0.95%
39-0000 Personal Care and Service Occupations 27,300 2.6% $19,080 $21,710 $26,890 $37,720 $59,260 25% 0.65%
45-0000 Farming, Fishing, and Forestry Occupations 620 0.1% $18,320 $20,750 $25,920 $37,380 $66,630 50% 0.03%
35-0000 Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations 102,860 9.8% $18,500 $20,450 $23,140 $29,230 $40,240 50% 4.92%

TOTAL 12.97%
TOTAL (Less Farming) 12.94%

Income Limit Assumptions
City of San Francisco 2015 Income Limits at 55% AMI
Average People per Household (Citywide) [5] 2.30
2-Person Household $44,850
3-Person Household $50,450
2.3-Person Household (Derived Proportionally) $46,530

Worker Income Limits
Average Workers per Working Household (Citywide) [5] 1.74
Primary Worker Income Limit ($46,530 / 1.74) $26,741
Secondary Worker Income Limit ($46,530 - $26,741) $19,789
2.3-Person Household Income Limit $46,530

[3] For Protective Service Occupations, the income limit of $26,741 is reached at the 10th percentile.  For Food Preparation and Serving Related Occupations, the income limit is not reached until the 50th percentile.

Income Level at Various Percentiles of Earnings [1, 2]

[1, 2] Interpretation: For workers across all occupations, those workers earning at the 10th percentile earn $22,110 per year.  The yellow highlighting idenitifies the highest percentile for each occupation category with earnings below 
$26,741, the primary worker income limit if the secondary worker is earning $19,789. Together these two earnings amounts comprise a household earning 55% AMI.

[4] The affected percentile is multiplied by the percent of total employment to derive an approximate percentage of employees earning below the income limit of $26,741.  The "TOTAL (Less Farming)" line indicates that 
approximately 12.9 percent of employees in the San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City region comrise households earning less than 55 percent of the San Francisco AMI as derived for a 2.3 person household.

Sources: BLS Occupation and Wage data for the San Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City, CA Metropolitan Division; U.S. Census American Community Survey 2011-2013 for San Francisco; 2015 Maximum Income by Household 
Size, San Francisco Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development; Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.

[5] The citywide average household size is 2.3 people per household. Although the household size is expected to be smaller in the Plan Area, the citywide average is used to reflect the household size of Plan Area employees who 
live in San Francisco but not in the Plan Area.  The number of workers per household in the City is 1.74 based on US Census data.

Note: This methodology assumes the Plan Area Employee is the primary earner in the household and that the secondary worker earns an equivalent salary, consistent with the approach anticipated for the Jobs Housing Linkage 
Study, currently underway.
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Table 9
Social Welfare/Community Health Component Fee Calculation

Ref. # Item Amount Formula Source

a SOCIAL WELFARE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICE POPULATION
b New Plan Area Residents
c Total New Residential Units in Plan Area 10,880             = 12,800 units x 15% adjustment for 

development already complete or underway 
Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, 
Residential Focus, page 75.

d Average Gross Sq.Ft./Unit 1,200              Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75.
e New Residential Sq.Ft. 13,056,000     = c * d
f % Inclusionary Affordable Units 20.0% Direct input City's Inclusionary Housing Program, Sec. 

415.3
g % Rental Units at 55% AMI or Below 25.2% Direct input MOHCD Inclusionary Housing Portfolio

h Plan Area Units Affordable to Households at 55% of AMI or Below 548                = c * f * g

i Average Residents/Unit 1.77               Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 82.
j Total New Plan Area Residents at 55% of AMI or Below (Residential Service 

Population)
970                = h * i

k Residential Sq.Ft. divided by New Plan Area Residents at 55% of AMI or Below 13,457            = e / j
l

m New Plan Area Employees
n Total New Plan Area Employees 38,250             = 45,000 employees x adjustment for 

development already complete or underway 
Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, Option A, 
Residential Focus, page 75.

o Commercial Sq.Ft./Employee 200                Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 75.
p New Commercial Sq.Ft. 7,650,000       = n * o
q % of New Plan Area Employees Living in City 55.0% Direct input Central SoMa Plan Initial Study, page 85.
r Total New Plan Area Employees Living in City 21,038            = n * q
s % of Plan Area Employees Expected to Live in Plan Area (Employee-Residents) 14% = c / 80,000 Citywide residential capacity estimated at 

80,000 by Planning Dept. for 25-year 
planning horizon.

t Total New Plan Area Employee-Residents 2,861              = r * s
u Total New Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan Area 18,176            = r - t
v % Comprising Households at 55% of AMI or below 12.9% Direct input BLS Occupation and Wage Data for San 

Francisco-San Mateo-Redwood City, CA 
Metropolitan Division (See Table 8)

w New Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan Area at 55% of AMI or 
Below (Employee Service Population)

2,352              = u * v

x Commercial Sq.Ft. divided by Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan 
Area at 55% of AMI or Below

3,252              = p / w

y

z 3,322              = j + w

aa

Social Welfare/Community Health Service Population (Total Plan Area Residents at 
55% of AMI or Below plus Plan Area Employees Living in City but not in Plan Area 
at 55% of AMI or Below)
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Table 9
Social Welfare/Community Health Component Fee Calculation

Ref. # Item Amount Formula Source

bb SOCIAL WELFARE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH  SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
cc Community Health
dd Level of Service: # of Facilities/1,000 Service Population 0.2 Direct input Citywide LOS Estimated by EPS 
ee Total Facilities 0.81               = (z / 1,000) * dd
ff Avg. Sq.Ft./Facility 3,258              Direct input BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14

gg Total Sq.Ft. 2,635               = ee * ff Calculated
hh

ii Social Welfare
jj Level of Service: # of Facilities/1,000 Service Population 3.2 Direct input Citywide LOS Estimated by EPS 

kk Total Facilities 10.61              = (z / 1,000) * jj
ll Avg. Sq.Ft./Facility 3,258              Direct input BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14

mm Total Sq.Ft. 34,566             = kk * ll
nn

oo Total Community Health and Social Welfare Facilities 11.42              = ee + kk
pp Total Sq.Ft. 37,201            = gg + mm
qq

rr SOCIAL WELFARE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH  FACILITIES COST
ss Avg. Cost/Sq.Ft. $614 Direct input CoStar Office Building Transactions (2014 

and 2015)
tt Avg. Net Rent/Sq.Ft. $20.11 Direct input BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14

uu Capitalized value of rent (at 6%) $335 = tt / cap rate
vv Cost/Sq.Ft. (net of rental value) $279 = ss - uu

ww

xx Total Cost $10,377,530 = pp * v v
yy Cost per Service Population $3,123 = xx / z
zz Cost per Residential Gross Sq.Ft. $0.23 = yy / k

aaa Cost per Commercial Sq.Ft. $0.96 = yy / x
bbb

ccc Average Revenue per Year $415,000 = xx / 25 years Total costs divided by 25 years (2015 - 2040)

Sources: Central SoMa Initial Study; Dunn & Bradstreet; BLS; City and County of San Francisco; Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.
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Calculating the Combined Service Populations 

In order to calculate the number of new Social Welfare/Community Health community facilities 
needed to meet the demands of new Plan Area residents and employees, the residential and 
employee service populations described above are combined, as shown on Table 9. 

 The total number of Plan area residents plus Plan Area employees who live in San Francisco 
but not in Central SoMa earning less than 55 percent AMI is estimated to be 3,322 (970 new 
residents + 2,352 new employees). This is the service population generated by new 
development in the Plan Area that is used as the basis for calculating the number of Social 
Welfare and Community Health community facilities needed to serve new Plan Area residents 
and employees. 

Step  2 :  Serv i ce  Requ i rements  

Step 2 applies the Level of Service standards established for each type of community facility to 
the new Plan Area service population to estimate the number (and square feet) of new 
community facilities that will be needed to meet the demand generated by new development in 
the Plan Area.  

The average community facility size is estimated to be approximately 3,258 square feet.29  The 
average community facility size is multiplied by the number of new facilities needed to meet 
demand to estimate the total square footage to be provided with revenues collected from the 
impact fee. The total square footage of community facilities needed to serve residents earning 
less than 55 percent AMI is 37,201. The total square footage of facilities needed to serve all 
residents is 97,222. The combined total is approximately 134,422 square feet, as shown on 
Table 10. 

                                            

29 BLA Report, Exhibit 11, page 14. 
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Table 10 Calculation of Total Demand for Community Facilities 

 

Step  3 :  Fac i l i t i es  C os t  

Step 3 determines the per square foot cost of purchasing or developing the new space to be 
offered to eligible nonprofit facilities, net of the capitalized value of the rent that is estimated to 
be affordable to nonprofits.  This approach is used to reflect the fact that the rents paid by the 
nonprofit tenant(s) will offset a portion of building acquisition or development costs.  It is 
anticipated that the City will use the Fee Program revenue to purchase or assist in the 
construction of space that will be available to eligible community facilities. This revenue will be 
used in addition and as a complement to the rent that the community facilities will pay, which is 
expected to be less than market rate rents. The per square foot cost is estimated based on office 
building transactions in the SoMa area during 2014 and through August of 2015, as shown in 
Table 11.30 

                                            

30 The office building transactions contributing to the per square foot cost estimate reflect a broad 
range of type and quality of space, including ground floor and second floor space that could be 
appropriate for nonprofit tenants. 

Community Facility Type

Level of Service 
Standard

(per 1,000 residents)

Population 
Served [1]

Number of 
Facilities 

Needed [2]

Square 
Footage 

Needed [3]

Cultural/Arts 0.8 37,434 30 97,222

Social Welfare 3.2 3,322 11 34,566

Community Health 0.2 3,322 1 2,635

Total 41 134,422

Sources: Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.

[1] For Cultural/Arts community facilities, the population served reflects new Plan Area residents plus 
new Plan Area employees who live in San Francisco but not in the Plan Area.  For Community Health 
and Social Welfare community facilities, the population served reflects new Plan Area residents plus 
new Plan Area employees who live in San Francisco but not in the Plan Area comprising households 
with earnings of less than 55 percent of AMI.

[3] Each facility is assumed to require 3,258 square feet based on data provided in the BLA Report, 
Exhibit 11, page 14, 10/8/14.

[2] To calculate the number of facilities needed, the population served is divided by 1,000 and then 
multiplied by the level of service standard.
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Table 11 Weighted Average Sales Price per Sq. Ft. of Office Properties in SoMa (2014-
August 2015) 

 

Based on data for recent sales transactions in SoMa, the average cost per square foot is 
estimated at $614. However, the capitalized value of the rent that will be paid by the tenants 
needs to be netted out of the development cost. Although Class A market rate rents are more 
than $60 per square foot year in the SoMa submarket, the BLA Report estimates nonprofit 
organizations can afford to pay $20.11 per square foot per year, the capitalized value of which is 
$335 (assuming a capitalization rate of 6 percent). The resulting cost per square foot of 
developing the space is estimated to be $279 per square foot ($614 - $335 = $279). 

Step  4 :  Fee  Ca l cu la t ions  

Step 4 calculates the fee levels per new square foot of residential and commercial development, 
based on the total cost of development calculated in steps 2 and 3.  The total cost of 
development is divided by the service population calculated in step 1 to generate a cost per 
service population. 

As shown on Table 6, the total cost of the Cultural/Arts facilities needed to serve all new Plan 
Area residents and Plan Area employees who live in San Francisco but not in Central SoMa is 
approximately $27.1 million (97,222 square feet of Cultural/Arts facility space needed x $279 of 
capital costs per square foot = $27,121,035). The Cultural/Arts service population is 37,434.  
The cost per service population (i.e., new Plan Area residents plus new Plan Area employees who 

Property Address
Property 

Type
Transaction 

Date
Bldg. 
Sq.Ft.

Sales Price
Price/
Sq.Ft.

667 Howard St Office 8/18/2015 8,000        $9,200,000 $1,150
2 Mint Plaza, 101/Ground Office 9/5/2014 65,355      $1,820,000 $794
943 Howard St Office 6/26/2015 6,352        $4,999,999 $787
132-142 2nd St Office 7/1/2014 37,089      $28,300,000 $763
655 3rd St, 1 Office 10/22/2014 4,000        $1,500,000 $750
731 Market St Office 1/9/2015 92,023      $65,200,000 $709
241-245 5th St, 111/1st Floor Office 4/1/2015 66,000      $2,800,000 $649
33 New Montgomery St Office 6/16/2014 240,134    $148,900,000 $620
55 Hawthorne St (2 Properties) Office 7/18/2014 239,299    $138,000,000 $577
602-606 Mission St Office 8/8/2014 22,370      $12,700,000 $568
989 Market St Office 6/30/2014 111,497    $61,250,000 $549
80 Tehama St (4 Properties) Mixed 8/5/2014 14,495      $7,700,000 $531
340 Brannan St Office 2/20/2014 38,317      $20,000,000 $522
431 Tehama St (2 Office Condo Units) Office 10/29/2014 9,960        $5,000,000 $502
984 Folsom St Office 7/2/2014 22,294      $6,000,000 $269
987-991 Mission St Office 5/19/2015 11,994      $2,500,000 $208

Weighted Average Price per Square Foot $614

Sources: CoStar Group, Inc.; Economic & Planning Systems, Inc.
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live in San Francisco but not in Central SoMa) is approximately $725 ($27,121,035 / 37,434 = 
$725). 

 On a per residential square foot basis, this translates to $1.07 per gross square foot 
($725/678 square feet per resident = $1.07). 

 On a per commercial square foot basis, this translates to $1.72 per gross square foot 
($725/421 square feet per employee = $1.72). 

As shown on Table 9, the total cost of the Social Welfare and Community Health facilities 
serving those who earn less than 55 percent AMI is approximately $10.4 million (37,201 square 
feet of Social Welfare/Community Health facility space needed x $279 of capital costs per square 
foot = $10,377,530). The Social Welfare/Community Health service population is 3,322.  The 
cost per service population (i.e., new Plan Area residents plus new Plan Area employees who live 
in San Francisco but not in Central SoMa, earning less than 55 percent AMI) is approximately 
$3,123 ($10,377,530 / 3,322 = $3,123). 

 On a per residential square foot basis, this translates to $0.23 per gross square foot 
($3,123/13,457 square feet per resident = $0.23). 

 On a per commercial square foot basis, this translates to $0.96 per gross square foot 
($3,123/3,252 square feet per employee = $0.96). 

These fees are then combined into single fee that mitigates new demand for all three types of 
community facilities, for a total program size of approximately $37.5 million. 

 On a per residential square foot basis, this translates to $1.30 per square foot. 
 On a per commercial square foot basis, this translates to $2.68 per square foot. 

Es t ima ted  Fee  P rogram Revenue  

The total estimated revenue from the Fee Program is $37.5 million as of Central SoMa Plan 
buildout, which is expected to occur over a 25-year period. The revenue would be generated 
over time as new development occurs and will be used to fund the capital costs associated with 
providing space for eligible nonprofit community facilities. Capital costs may include the purchase 
of existing space or the development of new space (land acquisition and development costs). 

Potential Duplication and Fee Credits 

The City currently has a Public Art Fee that is required of certain projects in order to enhance 
and enliven urban spaces and places. Section 429 of the Planning Code requires all new 
development in the C-3 District and large residential developments to provide public artwork on 
the private property of a value equal to 1 percent of project costs. Effective May 2012, in certain 
projects, all or part of this requirement may be satisfied by either providing accepted art on-site, 
or paying such amount to the Public Art Trust Fund, which is administered by the San Francisco 
Arts Commission. Revenue collected through the payment in-lieu provision is used primarily to 
fund art in public places, but can also be used to fund capital improvements for cultural facilities 
in certain districts. Therefore, requiring developers to pay both the Public Art Fee as well as the 
Cultural/Arts component of the proposed Fee Program could, in certain limited instances, be 
construed as a duplicative fee.  
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While Article 4 of the City’s Planning Code describes a process for resolving questions of potential 
fee duplication, the City could consider language specific to the Fee Program that would require 
applicants to install public art or pay an in lieu fee according to the Public Art Fee requirements 
and also require applicants to pay the full amount required by the Fee Program, less a credit for 
the Cultural/Arts component applied to the Public Art Fee. The credit eliminates any overlap or 
duplication of the Public Art Fee and the proposed Fee Program and ensures that the full amount 
of the Cultural/Arts component of the fee is paid. The credit would be capped so as not to exceed 
the amount of the Cultural/Arts component of the Fee Program. Section 406(d) of the Planning 
Code contains standard waiver language specifically to address duplication. 

Add i t iona l  Imp lem enta t ion  Mea sures  

A development impact fee will be more effective and easier to administer if accompanied by 
other support actions that the City could undertake, such as the following: 

 Establish a nonprofit registry that tracks the number, type, location, and size (employees and 
square footage) of legally designated nonprofits in San Francisco. Being on the registry (or 
on the registry for some period of time) could constitute eligibility for certain benefits (i.e., 
affordable space that results from mitigation strategies that may be implemented). This 
registry would solicit voluntary participation from nonprofits and would provide improved 
information to supplement the sources described in this report. 

 Establish an entity to oversee the ongoing leasing, operation and management of nonprofit 
space created through these mechanisms, coordinate the use of in-lieu and/or impact fees, 
and enter into ventures with other entities to provide nonprofit space utilizing dedicated 
space and in-lieu fees. This entity could be an existing City department working in 
collaboration with foundations, nonprofits and other City departments. 

 Create an additional source of funding, derived from incremental tax revenues in the area or 
other City sources to support a rent subsidy program for qualifying community-serving 
nonprofit service providers.  
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4. MITIGATION FEE ACT NEXUS FINDINGS 

This chapter describes the necessary "nexus" between new development in the Plan Area and the 
proposed community services facilities investments, as required under the Mitigation Fee Act. 
The proposed Fee Program will help fund investments in community facilities (land acquisition 
and improvements) required to maintain existing levels of community facilities services in the 
Plan Area – the “fair share” contribution of new development. 

Nexus findings address the following, as required by state law: (1) the purpose of the fee and a 
related description of the type of facilities for which fee revenue will be used, (2) the specific use 
of fee revenue, 3) the relationship between the facility and the type of development, (4) the 
relationship between the need for the facility and the type of development, and (5) the 
relationship between the amount of the fee and the proportionality of cost specifically 
attributable to new development. The subsections below describe the nexus findings for the 
proposed Fee Program.  

Purpose  

The Fee Program will generate revenue that will be used to ensure an expansion in community 
services facilities in the Plan Area as new development occurs.  

Use  o f  Fee  P rogram Revenue  

Fee Program revenue will be used to fund the capital costs associated with creating space for the 
following types of nonprofit uses in the Plan Area:  

 Cultural/Arts facilities 
 Community Health facilities 
 Social Welfare facilities  

Capital costs may include the purchase of existing space or the development of new space (land 
acquisition and development costs). 

Re la t ions h ip  

New development in the Plan Area will increase the resident and employee populations in the 
Plan Area, generating net new demand for and use of nonprofit community services facilities. Fee 
Program revenue will be used to help fund new community facilities in response to the increased 
demand. 

Need  

New revenues to fund investments in community services facilities are necessary to maintain the 
current citywide levels of service. 
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Propor t iona l i t y  

The maximum supportable fee schedule is based on the City’s current levels of service and 
current cost estimates for the acquisition of land and associated capital development costs. The 
per-square foot cost is applied to the net new development, ensuring that the Fee Program cost 
estimates are directly proportional to the relative increase in new development. If no additional 
community facility space is provided to meet the demands of new development, new 
development would not be contributing its fair share. 



 

 

APPENDIX A: 
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APPENDIX A: COMMUNITY FACILITY INVENTORY METHODOLOGY 

EPS obtained a full list of tax-exempt nonprofit entities in San Francisco as collected and 
reported by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).1  The list of 7,000+ nonprofit (501c tax-
exempt) entities located in San Francisco is current as of May 2014.  In addition to the name and 
address of each nonprofit, the IRS database categorizes each nonprofit’s primary type of activity.  
The current system for categorizing nonprofits is called the National Taxonomy of Exempt 
Entities (NTEE), which consists of 600+ categories in 26 groups and 10 super-groups.   

Nonprofits with tax exemptions registered before 1995 were assigned one or more of 260+ older 
activity codes by the IRS, and the IRS has not systematically recoded all of the older entity 
records using the newer, more detailed NTEE Classification.2 

As San Francisco has long had a concentration of nonprofits, the proportion of IRS tax-exempt 
records lacking NTEE codes is relatively high, with 3,327 of the 7,065 IRS listings (47 percent) 
lacking NTEE codes as originally extracted. Applying National Center for Charitable Statistics 
(NCCS) crosswalks3 and automated keyword matching where possible with high confidence, EPS 
has reduced the NTEE-uncoded entities to 1,152 or 16 percent of the total list.  This latter 
proportion is more in line with a 2004 review of Southern California nonprofit organizations by 
the Center for Nonprofit Management, which found 8 percent of examined nonprofit records 
lacking NTEE Codes.4 

                                            
1 Internal Revenue Service, Exempt Organizations Business Master File Extract (EO BMF). 

2 The National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) maintains the data dictionary for the NTEE 
classifications, and has defined draft crosswalks of IRS Activity Codes to NTEE Codes and NTEE Codes 
to North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) industrial classifications.  While the NCCS 
crosswalk of NTEE=>NAICS correspondences is one-to-one, the IRS Activity=>NTEE crosswalk has 
many instances where a single IRS Activity may be relevant to multiple NTEE classes, and so 
conversion of all older IRS records to appropriate NTEE categories cannot be done automatically.   

3 When used in this context, “crosswalk” refers to the process of reconciling two or more different 
methods of categorizing data.  More specifically, the National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) 
had reconciled the older and newer IRS activity codes so that the older activity codes could be 
assigned to the newer activity codes.  This is often an imperfect process, and the NCCS crosswalk did 
not allow EPS to assign all of the older activity codes to the newer system. 

4 Coding California: Results of an NTEE-CC Verification Project, a working paper Prepared for 
presentation at the 2004 Annual Meeting of the Association for Research on Nonprofit Organizations 
and Voluntary Action, Los Angeles, California, November 2004, by the Center for Nonprofit 
Management.  This paper indicates the 16,000+ record sample was obtained from the NCCS master 
list; NCCS currently adds NTEE codes to many IRS records lacking NTEE classification and EPS 
understanding is that the 16,000 records had NTEE coding by the NCCS. 
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EPS assigned each NTEE Code to one of five categories, corresponding to the four types of 
community facilities defined in the current EPS report, plus an “other” (or Not Applicable) 
category.  This assignment has been done for all NTEE codes, not just those currently assigned 
to the IRS listings for San Francisco, so that assignment to community facility type can be done 
automatically if and as additional records are coded.  The correlation of community facility 
category to NTEE code has been stored as added attributes of the NTEE code dataset, so that 
any revisions and edits can be handled efficiently. 

Using Texas A&M geo-coding services5 and GIS shape files provided by the City of San 
Francisco’s Planning Department, the location of each nonprofit is indicated as “In_CC” (meaning 
in the Central Corridor Plan Study Area), and “SF_Remainder” (meaning in San Francisco, 
excluding the Study Area and the Buffer).  The “In_SF” location reflects the Citywide count.  With 
this information, the number of community facilities by type of facility can be identified by 
location in the City.   

EPS also compared the IRS list of nonprofits in San Francisco to the San Francisco Indicator 
Project (http://www.sfindicatorproject.org/) lists prepared by the San Francisco Department of 
Public Health as a way of confirming the effectiveness of the methodology. 6  The IRS list of 
nonprofits also was compared to the Dunn & Bradstreet (D&B) data provided by the City to-date.  
Of the 397 SCI records, 241 can be matched to the IRS database, while 183 of the 7,065 IRS 
listings have been matched to the SCI records.  There are many possible reasons for not finding 
the SCI organizations on the IRS list, including name differences that are not easily reconcilable.  
This match of 60 percent (241/397) suggests that there is room to improve the methodology, 
but it likely would require going through the list, entry by entry, which is beyond the current 
scope and budget of this Study.   

Of the 397 SCI records, 265 can be matched to the D&B data, while 163 of the 7,065 IRS listings 
have been matched to the D&B data.  This is not a strong match, and improving the match 
between the IRS and D&B may be an important future step as the D&B data provides additional 
information about each entity that may be important for determining an impact fee (i.e., the 
number of employees and the square footage of the nonprofits could help to determine the cost 
of providing space to meet future demands).  If the results of matching the IRS list to the D&B 
data are unsatisfactory, County Business Patterns (CBP) data aggregates information about the 
average size of nonprofits (in terms of number of employees) that could be used to derive 
average square footage; however, the CBP data does not differentiate between one entity with 
multiple locations (i.e., Goodwill).  If used to derive square footage, this information could be 
checked against national nonprofit office use trends, as tracked by CBRE. 

                                            
5 The Texas A&M batch geocoding tool uses both digitized street segment and tax parcel address 
reference layers, and is programmed to automatically and incrementally relax matching criteria and 
Fuzzy Matching algorithms. 

6 The San Francisco Indicator Project was formerly called the Sustainable Communities Index (SCI). 
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Matching up the IRS listings to the SCI and D&B lists is a work-in-progress, requiring “Fuzzy 
Matching” and manual review.  Fuzzy Matching applies text analysis and genetic matching and 
similarity algorithms to facilitate matchups of entity/program/facility names and addresses where 
variations in spelling, word order, abbreviation and acronyms may make exact linkage of 
identical data fields impossible.7   

Limitations 

There are a number of caveats about the data source, methodology, and the applicability of the 
results to various mitigation strategies proposed as part of this Study: 

 The IRS is tracking tax exempt entities and not those entities’ program activities or the 
individual locations or facilities where community-serving programs are implemented, so any 
one entity may have more than one location where services are provided.  Conversely, 
individual community-serving facilities may be financially supported by more than one 
nonprofit entity. 

 The available classification systems or taxonomies defined for nonprofit entities, programs 
and sites are not universally inter-convertible.  In particular, the NAICS codes (used in the 
D&B dataset) were intended and designed for categorizing for-profit industries, businesses 
and trades and do not distinguish between for-profit and nonprofit sites, or the size of the 
organization per se.  This is the reason for relying more heavily on the IRS data, and it limits 
the ability to use the D&B data except where there is a known match to an IRS nonprofit. 

 The D&B records contain an additional field to indicate the size of the entities, but EPS’ 
experience has been that D&B does not always or uniformly distinguish local from regional or 
national quantifiers for entities that have multiple locations, so the D&B data may not be an 
entirely reliable source for size.     

 The IRS is primarily interested in identifying the tax status of the entities that it tracks, and, 
as a result, there may be multiple listings for single organizations, such as organizations that 
have one or more endowments or trusts funding their operations.   

 The D&B dataset, even where it matches an IRS organization may not fully distinguish 
community service outreach sites (e.g., free clinics or youth activity sites) operated by 
entities such as fraternal organizations and professional associations from the places where 
those entities conduct their member meetings and general administrative functions. 

 Changes of address by all organizations have grown more frequent in recent decades, tend to 
be more frequent in relatively high-rent cities like San Francisco, and have been accelerated 
over the last several years by commercial space vacancies and competitive lease rates due to 

                                            
7 EPS applied the Fuzzy Lookup Add-In for Excel, obtained from and developed by Microsoft Research, 
to combinations of entity/program/facility names and addresses and contact personnel (IRS and D&B 
datasets), so that similarity of name alone would not trigger excessive false matchups.  For work to-
date, EPS has set the minimum similarity index to 0.80 (1.00 similarity indicating an exact matchup) 
to maximize ‘good hits’ and to minimize the labor-intensive review and rejection of false or 
questionable matchups. 
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the Recession and its evolving impacts on the local economy. These changes of location 
compound the challenge of identifying actual community facility/service locations. 

 The IRS and other datasets may record addresses where administrative and/or financial 
management are performed, as distinct from the sites where community outreach and 
services are provided. 

 EPS has used its judgment in assigning the NTEE activity groups to the four categories of 
community facilities.   

 Any reconciliation between the IRS database and the D&B data that may occur will be subject 
to further judgment as the crosswalks between older IRS activity codes, NTEE classifications 
and industry-based NAICS codes continue to be refined and revised.  Where matches of IRS 
entities to D&B records are confirmed, the NTEE classification and NAICS associations as 
defined by the NCCS will be used in preference to the D&B NAICS coding. 

Confidence in Community Facilities Inventory Data 

The inventory of community facilities provides a good “broad brush” overview of the type and 
magnitude of categories of nonprofits in Central SoMa relative to the City.  This overview is 
helpful in understanding and evaluating policy measures applicable to the Central SoMa Plan 
Area.  However, as described above, there are a number of issues related to the precision of the 
data that may temper the use of the detailed results for specific purposes, (e.g., development 
impact fees, which require a high standard of analysis and documentation).   

The Coding California: Results of an NTEE-CC Verification Project working paper referenced 
above found that about 20 percent of 16,000 examined records for Southern California nonprofit 
(tax-exempt) entities required NTEE coding or recoding when reviewed in detail, but also verified 
the majority of that Southern California dataset as correctly coded.  EPS has made tests using 
the NCCS search engine to supply NTEE codes for uncoded IRS records of San Francisco entities, 
but along with intuitively reasonable matches also found evidence of keyword/key phrase 
matching algorithms gone astray, e.g., the assignment of the Duck Sin Benevolent Association, 
whose mission statement includes support and services to seniors, students, the poor and 
underprivileged, to NTEE category D32 - Bird Sanctuaries.   

This sort of miscoding, while understandable given the likely frequency of associations for the 
character string ‘DUCK’ for nonprofit names nationally, suggests obtaining a full NCCS dataset at 
cost might assist but would not eliminate NTEE coding gaps and inconsistencies.   

The challenge of distinguishing the actual locations of community facilities and services (as 
distinct from the parent entities and programs) remains for any Community Asset Mapping 
effort.  From a literature review, this challenge is a current topic of discussion for many cities and 
counties across the USA, as well as for the IRS and nonprofit analysts and regulators. 

 




